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Seven hired
to tackle
a backlog
in records

Riding in style

By Carol J. Vance

staff Writer

Helen Dunin waves to La Fiesta crowds as husband Mayor Ron Dunin pokes his hand out the window.

For the thousands of students
at Cal Poly who have been
waiting to have their transcripts
updated, the wait will soon be
over.
The Students Data Systems
Office has recently hired three
full-time temporary employees
and four part-time student assis
tants in hope of catching up on
the backlog of grade changes.
Student Data Systems gets
ap p ro x im ately
1,000 grade
change requests a month, said
Marcia Friedman, Student Data
Systems supervisor. Along with
grade changes there are approx
imately 3,500 petitions to repeat
a class each quarter.
“ The existing staff can’t keep
up,” said Friedman. Right now
they are about two quarters
behind.
DOUG NASCHKE/Mustang Daily
The process includes pulling
files, data entry and a lot of
manual labor. There is a large
amount of time involved, and
while computer system has
helped, said Friedman, “ We can
ask questions and possibly get headed in the find no faster way of doing it.”
She said records must be kept
right direction.”
Van Vleck said the idea was implemented carefully because transcripts are
by himself and ASI President Kevin Swan sent out when students are ap
son. “ A long time ago I wanted to see it done plying for jobs or transferring to
and Kevin agreed with me that it was really other schools. The records are
kept forever, so much care must
needed.”
Van Vleck said most senators have turned be taken to get them correct and
in their job description reports and he will looking nice, Friedman said.
The major reason for grade
compile them with volunteer help next week.
He said the reports might be available by the changes is incomplètes and
repeated classess, said Friedman.
end of May.
“ Hopefully this will allow ASI to spend Along with student requests, all
more time in helping the students learn what incomplètes must be changed to
ASI members do, and we’ll be able to repre F’s if students do not finish the
sent them better instead of running around in requirement.
She said spring quarter is the
circles, I think this is a step in the right
S ee G R A D E S , page 11
direction.”

Job descriptions to help future ASI officers
By Jon Bachman
staff Writer

Job descriptions of all ASI positions will
soon be available to inform students of the
duties required to hold office.
ASI Vice President Stan Van Vleck said all
current members of ASI arc working on a
one- to two-page report explaining what their
duties were for the past year and some of the
important things that happened throughout
the vear to help incoming senators.
“ What we’re working on in senate is to
have things be more structured,” Van Vleck
said. “ The problems that we had last year,
that I saw as an incoming senator, were that
we didn’t have any type of job description of
what we were supposed to do. We kind of felt
our way through the year and that’s where

we lost some of our ambition.”
Van Vleck said he hopes people who want
to run for office will now be able to find out
what the duties of that office are, before they
decide to run.
“ I want to set up a structure so the stu
dent can find out what he’s responsible for
before it’s too late,” Van Vleck said. “ I don’t
want them to find themselves saying they
didn’t know they were supposed to do certain
things.”
He said that in the past senators have had
to learn their duties second-hand, or by ask
ing questions. “ It was kind of a learn-bydoing. You just had to find out any way you
could. It’s hard to come into something and
do a good job when you don’t know what
your supposed to do. This will allow people to

Clubs, departments use volunteers

Tutoring services to grow
IN Q UOTES

By Dianna Callesen
Staff Writer

•

•

Volunteer tutorial services offered by clubs, professional organiza
tions and departments on campus may become more popular next
year when funding cuts for the ASI Tutoring Center take effect.
To meet the demand, representatives from some organizations of
fering tutorial services said they hope to increase the size and scope
of their programs.
Ed Ouesenberry, representative for SEAOC, an organization for
architectural engineers, said the group plans to increase the number
of volunteers Involved next year. And Boda Chen, president of
See T U T O R IN G , page 11

Teena Colebrook placed
fourth in a strong field in
the mile at the Pepsi In
vitational this weekend.
See SPORTS MONDAY,
page 7.

Anyone can do any amount of work provided it
isn’t the work he is supposed to be doing at the
moment.
— Robert Benchley
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M u st a n g
EDITORIAL

Clear mandate
After disposing of Ferdinand- Marcos and his dictator
ship, the Philippines has reaffirmed its faith in President
Corazon Aquino’s democracy. Last week’s elections show
that Aquino candidates will hold all but one of the Senate’s
24 seats and almost three-quarters of the House’s 200
seats.
But the results are disputed by the opposition party,
which insists the elections were a fraud. The criticism of
the opposition, which consists of Marcos’ cronies and
former Aquino supporters who were denied positions in her
government, was anticipated.
Filipinos seem to be conditioned to expect only
fraudulent elections. Indeed, election fraud was a mainstay
of Marcos’ reign. But experts agree that last week’s elec
tion was the cleanest vote since the Philippines gained its
independence in 1946.
Aquino, who risked her life in restoring democracy,
knows better than to destroy her efforts by cheating the
first chance she gets. A near sweep by her supporters in
dicates not a fraudulent election, but an unmistakable
mandate for the president and her policies.
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Track and field team’s
loss is Cal Poly’s loss
Editor — This July, Cal Poly
will lose one of its finest teach
ers; few people know and less
care.
Fred Harvey has been a volun
teer assistant women’s track and
field coach the past six years. He
has created 11 individual NCAA
champions, 49 All-Americas and
61 conference champions. Fred
and his outstanding pupils have
contributed to four national
championship teams and two
runner-up teams — an extraor
dinary career by anyone’s stan
dards. The fact that Fred has at
tained this level of excellence
while working full-time at the
Friendship School for the Handi
capped makes the achievements
truly exceptional.
The measure of a person is in
his ability and willingness to br
ing out the very best in himself
and in the people he works with.
Fred goes beyond this level by
creating triumphs of the human
spirit. It makes me sick that a
university that just invested a
half-million dollars to put quality
back into its athletic program
would allow an individual of Fred
Harvey’s ability, integrity and
compassion to leave without
even a second thought. Shame on
you.
DAVED.CIANELLI
Assistant track
and field coach
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PAST DEADLINE
Elmer Ramos / Editorial Page Editor

Mediocrity’s reign has lasted too long
On a September afternoon in
1787,
38 d e le g a te s
in
Philadelphia signed the new
“ Constitution of the United
States of America.’’ It was the
climax of a long summer, four
sweltering months in which the
men debated the future of 13
loosely affiliated states.
After the last signature was
penned, a new nation was born,
one that embraced democratic
ideals, a concept so new at that
time. Surely, no one would
have thought their creation
would survive until today, 200
years later.
Yet it has. And the institu
tion most prominent two cen
turies ago has remained at the
forefront: the presidency. In
prosperous times, Jefferson
and Jackson led the way. In
crisis, Lincoln and Roosevelt
were at the helm.
That sort of outstanding
leadership, however, has been
painfully absent in our genera
tion.

A brief appraisal gives proof:
Kennedy, energetic but cut
short; Johnson, unable to
replace JFK’s optimism; Nix
on, drowned by Watergate;
Ford, little chance to prove
himself; Carter, intelligent but
indecisive;
and
Reagan,
betrayed by his zealousness.
And so low is the quality of
prospective presidents that
Gary Hart, the man knocked
out of the 1988 race after his
judgment and character were
questioned, was the Democrat-

The current candidates are
men we chose as our leaders.
But in doing so, we have settl
ed for less than we deserve.
Perhaps from frustration, our
standards have plunged; ac
cordingly, the quality of
leaders has too.
O ur leader should be
scrupulous, intelligent, and
willing to take risks and re
sponsibility. We should de
mand nothing less. It takes
great effort to find such a per
son, but the exertion is worth
it. Much too much is at stake
for us to settle for mediocrity.

Of the Democrats, Jesse
Jackson
is
the
m ost
recognizable. Americans, no
doubt, are not ready for a
black president. On the other
side is Robert Dole and Jack
Kemp. Dole, the Senate’s resi
dent wisecrack, is indecisive,
while Kemp’s views are too far
to the right to be palatable.
One of those men (maybe
even Michael Dukakis, Richard
Gephardt or Joe Biden) may
become our next leader. That
prospect is disturbing — even

Although election day is 18 months
away, it is already clear that our
choices will be, at best, mediocre
ic front-runner. And the
R epublican
fro n t-ru n n e r,
George Bush, is inexorably
tied to a scandal-plagued ad
ministration.
Although election day is 18
months away, it is already
clear that our choices will be,
at best, mediocre.

Lost and found ad rate
adds insult to injury
Editor — Mustang D aily’s
policy of charging full rates for
the Lost and Found section is
ludicrous. I recently ran a fiveday ad for a stolen item. It set
me back $25. It adds insult to in
jury to hit someone who has lost
something with this premium
rate. Similarly, who is going to
pay $25 to return an item? For
that same $25, a student could
print 5(X) fliers, enough to cover
about every wall on campus.
It would be fair and commen
dable for the Daily to run
“ found” ads free and “ lost” ads
at a reduced rate. Why rob those
who have already lost something
and at the same time discourage
those who find a lost item from
returning it?
CRAIG LOVE

The nation has weathered
the storm of poor leadership
before, and it will again. A tru
ly outstanding leader will
again surface. But how long we
will wait is up to us.

frightening.
No wonder more and more
people are becoming cynical,
not just about the presidency
but the entire system. Some
are even
talking
about
overhauling the Constitution.
But the problem is not with
the system. The problem is us.

It is unlikely, though, that
the person will emerge this
year. What a shame that on
our country’s 2(X)th birthday
we cannot present it with the
gift it so richly deserves.
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Singleton is on the road again

North directed Contra money

EL CERRITO (AP) — A freeway shell game con
tinued Saturday with a paroled mutilation-rapist under
cover and parole agents playing sleight-of-hand with his
location after a news leak foiled plans to temporarily
house him in this city.
One community after another has refused to accept
Lawrence Singleton since his release April 25 from the
California Men’s Colony and he and his escorts have
been traveling the freeways of Northern California and
staying in motels.
The state Supreme Court refused Thursday to in
terfere with the state’s parole plans for Singleton,
unanimously denying a hearing on an appeal by San
Francisco officials.
The decision let stand a ruling that local courts could
not block state officials from placing a parolee in a par
ticular county.

WASHINGTON (AP) — In addition to funding a war
in Nicaragua, Contra bank accounts paid a cast of char
acters including Nicaraguan Indians, a former con
gressman and a White House secretary.
But the payments — including at least one to help
lobby Congress on Contra aid — were directed by
then-White House aide Lt. Col. Oliver North, according
to Contra officials and a North assistant.
North, who reportedly kept the money in his office
safe, apparently spent up to $100,000 on pro-Contra ef
forts, preferring to do it himself rather than ask the
Contras to use their own bank accounts.
The Contras gave North the money at his request and
did not know specifically how he spent it, said Contra
leader Adolfo Calero, who controlled Contra finances.
In collecting records for the ongoing Iran-Contra in
vestigations, the Contras have recovered the traveler’s
checks from their Miami bank, and found many were
signed by people the Contras had never heard of or did
not recall paying, Calero’s attorney said.

School funding split by Duke
SACRAMENTO (AP) — Gov. George Deukmejian
proposed a budget increase of about $100 million for
community colleges Saturday, but said the K-12 grade
schools should be studied before they get more money.
The proposal kept the Republican governor at odds
with state schools chief Bill Honig, who has proposed an
$843 million boost for the K-12 schools.
Honig said Friday that he expected his feud with
Deukmejian over school funding to be resolved soon.
But Deukmejian fired another shot at Honig in his
radio talk Saturday.
The governor noted that Honig had said some schools
are so broke they can’t afford to buy books and paper.
“ If that’s the case, then something is wrong. It tells us
that K-12 schools need a strong dose of statewide
leadership and direction which they are not now get
ting,’’ Deukmejian said.

Cranston against deportation
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Sen. Alan Cranston on
Saturday urged immigration officials running the new
amnesty program to refrain from breaking up families
by deporting relatives of illegal aliens who apply for U.S.
residency.
Cranston said he and other legislators, including
Democratic Rep. Edward Roybal, plan to meet next
week with Immigration and Naturalization Service
Commissioner Alan Nelson to discuss the issue.
The lawmakers say they are concerned that when an
illegal alien applies for resident status under the new
law, family members who don’t qualify for the amnesty
could be deported.
Cranston urged INS officials 'to use compassion in
such cases, and said he would introduce a non-binding
resolution to that effect in the Senate on Tuesday.

Florida wants to tax services
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Advertisers say it
won’t work and lawyers say it’s illegal, but Gov. Bob
Martinez is convinced a sales tax on services will meet
Florida’s swelling financial needs.
A law extending the state’s 5 percent sales tax to a
host of professional services such as attorney, engineer
and accountant fees and to advertising takes effect July
1. The law was proposed and pushed by Martinez, who
took office in January.
Opponents have retaliated with legal challenges,
economic sanctions, canceled advertising and, most
recently, a study that predicts dire consequences for the
state’s economy.
The study claimed Florida would lose 46,000 jobs and
$2 billion in personal income within two years if the tax
remained in effect.
“ We’re not convinced,’’ said the Republican governor’s
chief policy spokesman, J.M. “ Mac” Stipanovich.

More nuclear plants expected
WASHINGTON (AP) — The number of nuclear
plants producing electricity is expected to rise well
above 400 worldwide this year, but analysts say finan
cial troubles and the memory of the Chernobyl accident
will slow future growth.
The United States, which is expected to have 110 nu
clear plants by the end of 1987, now gets less than 17
percent of its electricity from nuclear power. But the
proportion probably will rise to 20 percent — the level in
other industrial countries — by the end of the century,
said Don Winston, a spokesman for the Atomic In
dustrial Forum.

Fijian supremacy promised
SUVA, Fiji (AP) — Military coup leader Sitevene
Rabuka vowed Saturday to prevent Indians from ever
assuming political power again in Fiji, and Indians
shuttered their shops and gathered in crowds to protest
the takeover.
Lt. Col. Rabuka said earlier that he led the bloodless
seizure on Thursday to stop fighting between ethnic Fi
jians and Indians following the April 11 election, which
led for the first time to an Indian-dominated government
here.
Rabuka said a new constitution would be written to
guarantee ethnic Fijian supremacy in this South Pacific
island nation, which lies between Australia and Hawaii.
Indians, who slightly outnumber ethnic Fijians here,
can play an economic role in Fiji, Rabuka said, but they
also are free to leave.
On Saturday, Indian crowds gathered outside the
prime minister’s residence in the capital of Suva, where
Prime Minister Timoci Bavadra and 27 of his Labor
government colleagues remained under house arrest.

Soviets test for space shuttle
MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union announced
Saturday it had successfully tested a powerful new
rocket booster that could be used to put a space shuttle
into orbit, but that a mock-up satellite carried by the
launcher failed to reach orbit.
Vremya, the evening news program, said the vehicle’s
engines are the most powerful in the world, with a ca
pacity of 170 million horsepower.
The official Soviet news agency Tass said the launch
vehicle Energia blasted off from the Baikonur Space
Center on Friday evening and that its two stages landed
at predetermined points after their engines shut down.
A Western diplomat, who spoke on condition of ano
nymity, said Energia probably is the booster for the
Soviet space shuttle program, which Western experts
believe will be launched next year.
The automated control system worked normally, and
“ the aims and objectives of the first launching have been
fully met,’’ Tass said.

Dreaming of

LO ST A N D F O U N D
SURPLUS PROPERTY
SALE!

^O D D ST O C K S

A sale of unclaimed lost and
found articles
and Cal Poly’s
surplus property will be held
University Warehouse, building
70, with the following schedule:
TUBS May 19, 8:30 am to
3 pm - Preview sale bids
accepted (one day only)-

TIZZA
MONDAY tA A D /V t-S S
We Deliver 541-4420
1015 Court St. SLO (across from Osos St. Subs)

THURSDAY May 21, Sam
to 2 pm - Highest bidders
pick up items.
FRIDAY May 22, Sam to
11am ONLY - Next highest
bidders pick up items.
NOON FRIDAY - Open
auction for all unclaimed
items.
All sales final. No refunds Items sub
ject to a 6% sales tax. Sales open to
the public. The University reserves the
right to refuse any and all bids. Items
I sold‘‘as is".
________________ _

SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — Anti-government stu
dents hurled bricks, rocks and sticks and charged with
flagpoles at riot police Sunday in a battle that began in
front of Seoul’s Catholic cathedral when students were
blocked from marching into the streets.
About 500 students, waving flags and banners and
shouting “ Down with the military dictatorship!’’ tried to
march out of Myongdong Roman Catholic Cathedral
Sunday evening in downtown Seoul after a memorial
service.
Students earlier paraded at the service with coffins,
symbolizing the approximately 194 people killed in the
famed May 1980 Kwangju uprising.

1 Large
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
1 Topping/2 Free Softdrinks

$7.85

I

541-4420

I

one coupon per pizza expires 6/15/87
Mondays Only |
_________________________________________ —
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INDEPENDENT FURNISHED STUDENT APARTMENTS
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAL POLY!!
OPENINGS IN:
2 Bedroom T ownhouse... from...

$175.00/mo shared ($160)’
$320.00/mo private ($293V

2 Bedroom/2 Bath Flats.. .from...

$200.00/mo shared ($183)
$350.00/mo private ($320)

Private Studio In A Quiet
Creekside Setting ... from...

$340.00/mo ($312)*

NEW MICROWAVE OVENS, COUCHES, MINI BLINDS,
LAMPS AND MORE FOR FALL '87!!
*Closest housing to Cal Poly
*5 Modem laundry facilities
*Heated Pool
*Private Park and BBQ Area
*Reserved Parking
*Meeting Room
*Convenience store on site for Fall '87

12 month discounted lease rate in parenthesis

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!.
Tour Mustang
Village this spring
& receive a FREE
Hanes Beefy-T Mustang
Village Shirt!!

MON-SAT 8-6

SUN 10-5

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO

IM C W flA N G V l l X A f i E

543-4950
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CREDIT

It can boost any income, but establishing
a good record takes years of using credit
correctly and taking payments seriously
By V id o r Allen
Staff Writer

Getting that first credit card
or loan isn’t always as easy as
m any p e o p le th in k . The
rigmarole of establishing credit
does not end with just getting it
but using it the right way and
keeping it in good standing.
Many people overlook the
powers and dangers credit can
provide. The key is leverage and,
whatever the income, credit gives
it more muscle. And the advan
tages credit can provide are often
too good to pass up.

Visa and Mastercard vary
dramatically
in their costs
depending on each institution’s
finance rate and annual fee. “ The
rate is particularly important
because it determines the finance
charge,” said Posey. “ These
charges can no longer be itemiz
ed on returns due to new tax
laws.”

lo o k in g
fo r a g o o d p a y
p a ttern . T h e
w h o le id ea is
to m a k e y o u r
p a y m e n ts o n t im e ’

Bank of America financial ser
vices officer Mary Posey said
emergency protection is one ad
vantage. “ One man’s car broke
down and he didn’t have any
money,” said Posey. “ In cases
like his, cards are worth their
weight in gold.”
Credit also offers convenience
and prestige. Carrying lots of
cash and writing checks is a
burden to some people.
The most common form of
credit today is the credit card.
Most banks, department stores
and gas companies offer them.
The necessary qualifications dif
fer for these cards; some are less
strict than others.
New accounts representative
for Santa Barbara Savings and
Loan Maria Acosta said, “ 1 know
of an instance where a woman
received instant credit at a
department store after working
part-time just six m onths.”
These stores, along with gasoline
companies, are good places to
apply for first cards.
Most financial institutions
want at least three items on a
credit history from their appli
cants for bank cards. “ We’re
looking for a good pay pattern,”
said Posey. “ The whole idea is to
make your payments on time.”

SENIOR

— M a ry P o s e y

Applicants should also look for
credit cards that offer a onemonth grace period. This means
no interest is charged to the car
dholder for buying something if
the bill is paid in full at the end
of the month.
Another form of credit is the
credit line. Most credit lines are
like a checking account except
there are no deposits.
Every
check that is written is a loan in
itself.

One form of credit that is often
neglected is the company credit
union. Members buy shares in
the company and can borrow
against their shares or the com-

■ Last time on Campus " ' Photo Packages from $26 to $165

■[’ roofs ready m two days

rhon bonds of other union
members.
Sesloc Federal Credit Union
Representative Jean Ingram said
as long as people qualify it’s
easy. “ We require applicants to
have held at least one job for six
months,” said Ingram. This pro
bation period is shorter than that
required by other institutions,
“ We go on character, capacity,
and ability to pay,” she said.
Checking and savings accounts
are good starters for credit files.
Having more than a checking
account lets creditors know they
are dealing with someone who is
more stable and concerned with
building revenue.
Keeping checking accounts
straight is important for future
credit opportunities. “ Bouncing
checks is like going over your
limit with a credit card,” said
Acosta. “ Either way, it’s abusing
the account.”
Like negative balances, failing
to pay back credit on time could
prove disastrous. Acosta said
people don’t realize how danger
ous misuse of credit can be. “ You
can go haywire pulling the cards
out here and there,” said Acosta.
A bad credit record due i^to
repossession or charge-off is
usually tainted seven years.
“ Even being late on a monthly
payment may have to be ex
plained in writing,” said Posey,
“ if that credit is being used to

rv

obtain a loan or other form of
credit.”
Student loans can be a good
credit reference as long as the
record is clean. Posey said that
taking out loans and paying
them back is a good way to build
up credit. “ Asking parents to
co-sign a loan may be another
alternative,” said Posey.
Another concern for those
searching for credit is that they
do not confuse travel and enter

tainment cards like American
Express for credit cards. These
are membership cards with tough
rules and immediate pay backs.
Credit discipline is the key to
keeping a good track record.
Acosta recommends that people
ask themselves if they think they
can handle the responsibilities
that go with credit. “ Credit is
meant to be convenient,” she
said, “ but for some people it’s
too convenient.”

Credit lines are harder to get
and usually reserved for those
with established good credit.
“ Some people use these lines of
credit to pay off other credit
debts,” said Posey.

PORTRAITS

Make your appointm ent NOW:

M n h il

"U*-* R o o i^ 2 18
--8 a m to 5 p m
- M a y 5 - 17th ONLY

DINNER SPECIAL
BBQ Rib &
Chicken Combo

COUNTRY
WESTERN NIGHT

Restaurant 8c Bear

presents

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
9 pm “ 1 am
No Cover

INCLUDES:

EVERY MON & TUES

5;00p.m.-9p.m.

2 BBQ Beef Back Ribs,
1 Piece BBQ Chicken, Baked
Potato w/the works.
Homemade Coiesiaw,
Homemade Corn Bread and
Honeybutter.

m W IIMi^
970 Higuera

San Luis Ob spo

544 6193

9 9 0 Industrial Way, SLO

5 4 1 -0 9 6 9
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A Poly professor and local allergist work
together to kill the sneezes and wheezes
By Rosalie Roberts
Special to the Daily

Although Cal Poly may never be a haven for
allergy sufferers, with cooperation from several
departments and Plant Operations, steady pro
gress is being made to alleviate a lot of unneces
sary sneezing and nose blowing.
Cal Poly botany professor Lee Parker and local
allergist Robert Holzhauer are collaborating on a
project which may benefit students suffering from
allergies.
With the support of the American Lung and
Heart associations, Parker and Holzhauer have
been collecting and analyzing pollen to determine
where and when the highest concentrations of
pollen occur.
They are working with Plant Operations in an
effort to stop the planting of trees which give ap
proximately 30 percent of the student population
severe allergic reactions.
A pollen collector placed on top of the Science
North building monitors the amount of pollen in
the air.
“ There is a device that spins around, and inside
of it are tiny plastic rods coated with silicone
grease that pick up any particles floating around
in the atmosphere,” Parker explained. “ Hundreds
of spores and pollen granules are collected in one
sampling period. The machine is turned on once a
week for a 24-hour period, and spins for 20 se
conds at 10 minute intervals.”
The collected pollen samples are sent to a labo
ratory in Santa Barbara where every pollen grain
is separated, identified and classified. The Ameri
can Lung and Heart associations are specifically
funding this part of the study. According to
Parker, it’s a very expensive and time consuming
process.
Once the sampling date data is compiled, the
allergist can graph out peaks in the flowering
season and see what trends happen yearly and in a
given year.
The study has been successful in identifying
which trees release the highest concentration of
pollen during their blooming season.
In a close second behind grasses, pollen from
birch, acacia, eucalyptus, sycamore, mulberry,
sweet gum and olive trees cause the most hayfever
and asthma. This is unfortunate news for students
with allergies because these trees are everywhere

AV. -

VOILA!

on campus. In fact, the Faculty Office Building is
surrounded by more than 75 eucalyptus and birch
trees.
According to groundskeeper George Mead,
these trees are planted because they are attractive
and fast-growing.
But Parker said there is a long list of wood trees
that can be used to replace the ones most com
monly seen on campus.
“ I don’t think people have realized the signifi
cant problems these trees can create,” he said.
“ Hayfever and asthma can lead to bronchitis and
other serious lung complications. There is not
enough information out there for people to fully
understand the situation.”
The issue is slowly gaining more attention. A
landscaping committee was recently formed with
Cal Poly President Warren Baker’s approval. The
committee consists of representatives from bio
logical sciences, ornamental horticulture, land
scape architecture and Plant Operations. They will
approve and discuss any future landscaping pro
posals.
The groundskeepers have been very cooperative
with the move to make the campus safer for
allergy sufferers.
“ We’ll do everything we can (to help) under the
circumstances, although we can’t go around
chopping down trees. The students would pro
bably riot,” Mead said.
Although nothing can be done to change the
present landscaping, the grounds crew is already
taking steps to make things more bearable. They
recently changed initial plans for planting a row of
mulberry trees next to Engineering West, after
botany faculty expressed conprn over the highly
allergenic pollen. The grounds crew will plant
another variety of shrubs in place of the mulber
ries.
Holzhauer also said the study has indicated that
“ different plants pollinate optimally under dif
ferent rainfall conditions. So a very rainy season
does not necessarily mean there will be a heavy
allergy season. There are some people whose
allergy symptoms are worse in a moderate year,
which is how 1 would classify this year.”
“ I would like to see a larger variety of plants
and shrubs in the future in place of the trees and
grasses that pose the greatest health hazard in
terms of their pollen,” Parker said.
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•The Cal Poly Art and Design
Department is sponsoring a
presentation
of
assemblage
sculpture by Mary Ann Bonjorni
today through June 9. The artist
will discuss her work tonight at 7
in the Architecture and En
vironmental Design Building,
where a $2 donation will be re
quested. An opening reception
will follow at 8:30 in the Dexter
Building Art Gallery.
•A memorial service for
veterans of the Vietnam War will
be held tonight at 7 in U.U.
Room 204. The service will in
clude patriotic singing, prayer,
commentary on “ Duty and
Country,” a presentation of
wreaths and the Vietnamese flag,
and a Vietnamese song.

Tuesday

19

•Students from UC Santa Cruz
will present their views on East
Los Angeles Chicano Murals
with a slide show and script
presentation Tuesday at 11 in
Room 217D of the University
Union. The Multi-Cultural Center
is sponsoring the presentation
for its spring workshop series.
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Giusto and Poly’s Colebrook takes fourth in Pepsi mile
Decker-Slaney pulls out of race with
Gabuya
injury, but Poly runner still strong
ousted in
quarters
The Cal Poly men’s doubles
team of Mike Giusto and Rod
Gabuya was eliminated in the
quarterfinals of the NCAA Divi
sion 11 Tennis Championships in
Northridge on Friday.
The loss, which came at the
hands of Barry Hancock and
Paul Wekesa of Chapman 7-6,
6-4, ends the season for the
Mustangs.
Earlier in the week the
Mustangs finished fifth in the
nation with a 5-4 consolation
final win over Tennessee-Martin.
But later in the week it was
only Giusto in singles play and
Giusto and Gabuya in doubles
who were able to advance very
far as individuals.
In singles play, Giusto made it
to the round of 16 before dropp
ing a match to UC Davis’ Benji
Aguirre on Friday.
Giusto was the only of the five
Mustang singles players to ad
vance past the first round of the
championships. He won his two
matches on the opening day of
the tournament before falling to
Aguirre the following day.
In
S u n d a y ’s
f in a ls ,
Millersville’s Young Min Kwon
faced Rollins’ Pat Emmet in
single play and Hancock and
Wekesa of Chapman played Ken
Olivier and Steve Enriquez of
Eastern Texas.

MIKE SHOUP/Mustang Daily

Colebrook, right, clocked a 4:36.05 mile at UCLA on Saturday.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Cal
Poly’s Teena Colebrook was
deprived of her chance to face
mile World Record holder Mary
Decker-Slaney at the Pepsi In
vitational at UCLA on Satur
day, but the Mustang runner
made the most of her race,
finishing fourth in a time of
4:36.05.
Colebrook, who has the fastest
time in Division II at 800
meters, finished behind firstplace winner Mary Knisely of
New Balance Track Club, who
clocked a time of 4:29.04.
Decker, whose world record in
the mile 4:16.71, pulled out of
the women’s race with a sore
Achilles’ tendon.
She said she felt soreness in
her right tendon, which is the
same one she’d had surgery on
last November.
It has been 1'/2 years since the
record holder ran a race, with
the last time being a first-place
finish in an 800-meter race in
Seoul, Korea, which capped off a
14-race, undefeated season.
Since then Decker-Slaney and
her husband Richard have taken
time off from competition to
have their first child, Ashley.
1n other races,
Jackie
Joyner-Kersee won two women’s
events, and Greg Foster cap
tured the men’s high hurdles.
Sullivan
Award
winner
Joyner-Kersee scored her im
pressive double in the women’s
long jump, with a leap of 22-7,

and the 100-meter hurdles, with
a hand-timed 12.6-second clock
ing.
Foster won the 110-meter
hurdles in 13.1, also hand-timed
as meet officials had intermit
tent problems with the elec
tronic timing system. Tonie
Campbell was second in 13.2.
John Brenner, who twice
rewrote the American record in
the shot put last month, won the
event Saturday with a throw of
71 feet, 8 V4 inches.
A model of consistency,
Brenner went over 70 on five of
his throws, but still was well
short of his national mark of
73-IOV4 .
Mike Tully took the pole vault,
with a height of of 19-0!/».
However,
Decker-Slaney’s
withdrawal brought the biggest
buzz from the crowd of 9,003 at
UCLA’s Drake Stadium.
“ I’ve been having trouble with
my Achilles tendon for the past
month or so, but the soreness
usually goes away when I’m
warming up’’ said DeckerSlaney, who owns every Ameri
can women’s record between 800
meters to 10,000 meters.
“ 1 was debating what to do,
should 1 run or shouldn’t I?
Because the soreness was more
centralized, 1 felt there was a
risk of severly injuring it if I
ran.
“ 1 plan to compete in the
Jenner, TAC and World ChamSee TRACK, page 8

Beason named coach
of men’s basketball
Steve Beason, interim men’s
basketball coach last season, was
given a one-year contract to
coach the Mustangs during the
1987-88 season, it was announced
Friday.
In making the announcement
of Beason’s selection. Athletic
Director Kendrick Walker said,
“ Steve is a man of impeccable
character: he personifies the
highest ideals of intercollegiate
athletics, he is a talented coach,
and we are very pleased to have
hired him. We are excited about
the future of men’s basketball at
Cal Poly.’’
Beason, an Cal Poly assistant
coach in 1895-86, was given the
interim head coaching job three
weeks prior to the start of this
season when then-head coach
Ernie Wheeler resigned to take a
position in the University Rela
tions office.
In his first season at the helm.

Beason coached the Mustangs to
a first-place tie in the California
Collegiate Athletic Association
with Cal State Dominguez Hills.
The Mustangs finished the
season with a 19-10 overall
record and at 11-5 within the
conference, but failed to receive a
playoff bid.
Cal Poly, which had finished
the previous season with a con
ference championship and a
record of 12-2 in conference and
23-6 overall, was picked to finish
sixth out of eight teams.
Before joining the Cal Poly
program, Beason, 30, was a
graduate assistant at Emporia
State University in Kansas be
fore moving on to three high
school coaching positions.
The latest of his high school
positions was at Whittier High
School in Southern California
where his team posted a 16-6
record.
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Steve Beason coached the Mustangs to a co-championship in 1986-87.
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TRACK
able to run today. It was great
weather for running (overcast
and cool),” she said, adding that
it also was the first track meet
for her daughter, who’ll be one
year old later this month.
Other winners included Valerie

the 1984 Olympics, said her cur
rent hamstring problem also is
frustrating.
“ 1 feel like, ‘What do 1 have to
do?’ It’s like I’m getting tested
again for some reason,” she said.
“ I’m disappointed 1 w'asn’t

From page 7
pionship meets so 1 felt I had to
play it a little safe.”
Decker-Slaney, who suffered
her most bitter disappointment
when she and Zola Budd collided
during the 3,000 meters final at

Brisco, with a 50.71 in the
women’s 400 meters;
Gail
Devers, with a 22.85 in the
women’s 200 meters; Johnny
Gray, with a 1:44.65 in the men’s
800; Mark Witherspoon, with a
10.14 in the men’s iOO meters;

and Henry Thomas, who won the
200 meters in 20.37.
Finishing second in the men’s
200 meters was 16-year-old
Quincy Watts of Taft High
School who clocked a personal
best time of 20.87
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Celtics thwart Bucks to advance
BOSTON (AP) — Larry Bird Milwaukee 19-5 the rest of the
scored 13 fourth-quarter points way. Bird hit two free throws
and Boston got the last eight with 2:02 left and two more with
points of the game on free throws 1:31 to go, making the score
as the Celtics rallied to beat the 117-113. Robert Parish hit a foul
Milwaukee Bucks 119-113 Sun shot with 33 seconds remaining
day and win their NBA Eastern and Fred Roberts capped the
Conference semifinal playoff comeback with a foul shot with
eight seconds to go.
series 4-3.
Boston prevented the Bucks
Boston
held
the
Bucks
scoreless after Terry Cummings’ from becoming only the fifth
foul shot gave them a 113-111 NBA team to survive a 3-i series
lead with 3:30 left. Two free deficit as it kept alive its chance
throws by Bird tied the score of becoming the first club since
with 2:32 to go as the Celtics the 1969 Celtics to win con
turned aggressive and repeatedly secutive championships.
drew fouls.
The Celtics, who had their 31They had recovered from a game Boston Garden winning
108-100 deficit with 5:55 remain streak snapped Wednesday night
ing and won by outscoring in Game 5, begin the best-of-

seven conference final at home
Tuesday night against Detroit.
Bird led all scorers with 31
points, Kevin McHale had 26,
Parish 23 and Dennis Johnson 19
for the Celtics.
Paul Pressey, who fouled out
when he hit Bird with 2:32 to
play, scored a career playoff-high
28 points for Milwaukee. John
Lucas had 20, Ricky Pitdr 18,
and Jack Sikma and Cummings
17.
For most of the game, it seem
ed the Celtics would see the ear
liest end to their season since
1983. Milwaukee led 36-29 after
the first quarter, 59-56 at
halftime and 89-88 going into the
final period.

Gooden battles control
problems in second start
LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP) —
Dwight Gooden keeps having
trouble with his control and
curveball. His .‘astball isn’t
quite as fast and he got tired
quickly.
Still, the star pitcher for the
New York Mets thinks he is im
proving.
Gooden, returning to the Blue
Ridge Mountains for his second
start since undergoing cocaine
rehabilitation,
pitched four
scoreless innings of two-hit ball
Saturday night for Class A
Lynchburg in a Caro'ma League

IBM XT COMPATIBLE
EVEREX 1200 BAUD MODEM
EPSON FX 85 PRINTER
AMDEK 600 COLOR RGB MONITOR
AT COMPATIBLE

game against Durham.
He walked two and struck out
three, but only half of his 52
pitches were strikes.
“ No, it wasn’t as good as his
first start,’’ said Greg Pavlick,
the Mets’ roving minor-league
pitching coach who is overseeing
Gooden’s return. “ But 1 thought
he pitched well.’’
In Gooden’s first outing, he
worked three shutout innings
for Class AAA Tidewater last
Tuesday night, allowing one hit.
Of his 39 pitches, 24 were
strikes.
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$99.95 each. Our grand prize is an AT Com
patible 6/8 MHZ, / MB Memory 1-1.2 MB
Drive and Mono Monitor for selling 20 pack
ages. That’s all!!
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Effort devoted to ‘most valuable resource’ is well spent
tion is in teaching or administra
tion, a committee is formed for
each open post.
Committees vary with posi
tions. If the job is a faculty posi
tion, the committee is made up
primarily of tenured faculty in
that department. A committee
for an administrative position is
made up of administrators, pro
fessors, other staff, and even
students — a broader range of
people who would fall under the
jurisdiction of the administrator.
In either case, there are
reasons — both positive and
negative — that the process gets
dragged out through a year’s
time.
The first reason is the number
of applicants. It’s normal that

candidates for open jobs on
campus can be an arduous,
Staff Writer
Much time, energy and money time-consuming and expensive
goes into ensuring Cal Poly stu task. But it’s because the uni
dents the best possible oppor versity considers the hiring pro
tunities to become educated. cess key to Cal Poly’s future that
From state-of-the-art equipment so much is put into it.
to classroom lectures, all bases
“ The most valuable resource I
seem to be covered — even think our university has is its
within the administration.
employees,’’ Wilson said. In fact,
While a few administrators, other administrators hint that
such as Interim Vice President faculty and staff are the
for Academic Affairs Malcolm backbone, the foundation upon
Wilson, keep a foot in the which the university is built —
classroom door, the fact that which makes choosing that staff
others don’t doesn’t mean difficult.
When a job opens up, the uni
they’re not involved in the
educational process — more versity advertises nationally —
specifically, in the hiring of both to attract the best can
didates and to meet affirmative
faculty and staff.
Whittling down the amount of action policy. Whether the posiBy Floyd Jones
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HUNTINGTON
BEACH,
Calif. (AP) — Shawnda Westly
wants to go dateless to her
junior-senior prom, but school
officials refuse to sell her a solo
ticket.
When the 16-year-old tried to
buy a single ticket last week, of
ficials at Edison High School
told her it was a couples-only af
fair.
James Buhman, dean of stu-
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dents, said Saturday: “ 1 think
it’s a couples thing. I don’t know
why anybody would want to go
by themselves to the prom.
“ It takes something away from
it for me. We have enough
dances throughout the year
where that could happen. The
junior-senior prom is a date time.
It’s really special time in most
kids’ lives. I’d hate to see them
get away from that,’’ he said.
“ I think it’s discrimination,
and I should be able to go in a
group with girls or boys if I
wanted,’’ said Miss Westly, who
noted she had received three in
vitations to the prom from male
friends, but none of them were
boyfriends.
Westly, who will celebrate her
17th birthday on May 30, the
night of the prom, has parental
support her position.
“ I think she should be able to
do it. I think her girlfriends
should be able to do it,’’ said her
mother, Loretta, “ If she doesn’t
want a male companion, she
shouldn’t have to have a male
companion.’’
Her parents planned to meet
with the school principal this
week to discuss the problem.
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may start runrting on:

one as a stand-in for someone
who will return, and the other as
caretaker of a position during the
national search. In either case,
Pieper said, interims understand
their positions are temporary.
And even though an interim has
an application in for the vacated
job, “ there’s no guarantee that
they will be the one selected,’’
Wilson is aware of the plusses
and minuses the interim faces in
the application process. In one
sense, the staff gets to know the
interim, which can give the in
terim an advantage in getting
hired. But it works both ways.
Staff members might get to
know their interims too well, and
dislike the job they’ve done.
The cost of rooming, board and
flying finalists to campus for
final interviews may, upon first
glance, seem staggering. Suess
estimates from $8,000 to $10,000
per search.
But, Suess said, “ these in
dividuals are going to be shaping
the destiny of the university. It’s
a small investment when you
look at the impact.’’
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anywhere from 80 to 200 appli
cants throw in a bid for one posi
tion. Narrowing that number to a
final few takes most of the time.
But before applications are
reviewed and references checked,
committee members first have to
know what they’re looking for.
Wilson, who is a finalist in the
vice president for Academic Af
fairs job search now winding
down, said one of the biggest
hazards of any search committee
is the possibility that people on
committees typically aren’t in
formed enough about what
they’re hiring people to do. Their
goals may be different.
Mike Suess, associate director
of Personnel and Employee Rela
tions, agrees. But even though
committee members have their
own ideas of what they want in a
candidate, they usually come to a
collective agreement easily, he
said.
In the meantime, someone has
to fill vacated positions. Those
are the interims. According to
Director of Personnel and
Employee Relations Jan Pieper,
the interim serves two functions:
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TUTORING
From pa}>e 1
IEEE, a professional organiza
tion for electrical and electronic
engineers, said his organization
may be expanding its tutorial
program as well.
But Patricia Stewart from the
ASl Tutoring C .’iter is skeptical.
Although many of these pro
grams are good, Stewart said,
there are drawbacks to volunteer
programs. “ I would be surprised
if the number of these programs
increased,” she said.
Unlike the ASl Tutoring
Center, most volunteer programs
cannot provide services on a

regular basis. Another disadvan
tage to these programs is that
they are usually unable to start
until the third or fourth week of
classes, Stewart explained, ad
ding that most of the programs
don’t last very long either.
There are ways organizations
can increase the reliability of
their volunteers.
Some professional organiza
tions use tutoring to fulfill re
quirements for service in a field.
One such organization is Alpha
Chi Sigma, a professional society
of chemists. Christina Bailey, the
organization’s adviser, said ser

vices offered by Alpha Chi Sigma
are fairly consistent. But student
réponse often varies.“ It always
increases around exam time,”
she said.
Other departments in the uni
versity, such as the physics
department, maintain a learning
center by paying tutors.
However, in most cases con
sistency depends on the volun
teers. Because the tutors are
volunteers, there is no • way to
make them tutor if they don’t
feel like it.
Most tutor because they enjoy
the work. “ 1 like to help other

GRADES
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busiest time for grade changes.
Many students are graduating
and want their records updated,
or professors are updating their
records for the end of the year.
Friedman said it costs 95 cents

in labor to process each grade
change. And that doesn’t include
any of the materials.
The
temporary
employees
started April 27 and will work
until the end of June.
“ We’re excited to get caught

up,” said Friedman. Her concern
now is that once the temporary
employees leave, the backlog will
begin all over again. Unless more
people are employed permanently
the office won’t be able to keep
up, she said.

people. And tutoring helps me.
It’s the best way to learn the
basics,” said David Baughman, a
volunteer tutor for IEEE.
In addition to tutorial services,
SEAOC installed an architectur
al engineering library in an office
in the A ir C o n d i t i o n i n g
Engineering Building.
Quesenberry said the SEAOC
center was not started because of
budget cuts affecting the ASl
Tutoring Center, but as a way to
involve students and unify the
School of Architecture and En
vironmental Design.
Other tutoring services avail
able include those offered by the
Accounting Club, engineering
organization Tau Beta Pi, the
math department and the Writ
ing Skills Center.
Stewart said a list of times and
subjects covered by most volun
teer programs is posted in the
ASl Tutoring Center.

Rivers may be
back as guest
on own show
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Fox
Broadcasting Co. officials hope
Joan Rivers’ nostalgic farewell
broadcast will be far from her
last appearance on the late-night
talk show, a spokesman said
Saturday.
Michael Binkow confirmed
earlier reports that Fox has of
fered the sharp-tongued come
dian a spot as “ permanent guest
host,” meaning she would be
part of a line-up of rotating
hosts.
^ “ No deal has been finalized yet
between Miss Rivers and Fox,”
Binkow said. “ She has been of
fered a certain number of weeks
per year to host the show.”
He said the deal was being
worked out over the weekend,
and the company had yet to line
up a host for Monday night.

M u st a n g Daily
AIAA presents: Guest speakers Captains
Frank Mayne and Jennifer Cooper. Topic:
Airling Flying Today, Mon. May 18 6pm
Science No 215. Refreshments will be
served.
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION
Speaker: Freeman Gosden, President
Smith, Hemmings & Gosden Co. The
largest direct marketing firm
5/19 Arch Bldg Rm 225 AMA Luau 5/30
CREW BANQUET
All rowers,ex-rowers, & friends
May 22 6pm-2am
Contact Judy 544-9292

Important Meeting Monday May 18th of
ficer Elections for Next Year! Be there to
Influence How the club will be run 8pm
Fisher Sci 287

CAL POLY DANCE TEAM
AUDITIONS
INFO MEETING 5-26 5PM CHUMASH
NORTH COUNTY VN VETERANS GROUP,
CAL POLY ROTC, AND THE VIET
NAMESE STUDENTS ASSOCIATIONS
PRESENTS: “ MEMORIAL SERVICE“ FOR
VETERANS
O F V IE T N A M
ERA
CHUMASH AUD ‘204 MONDAY MAY 18,
1987 AT 7:00pm ALL WELCOME.

SYLVIA W. & SHARON C.
LIVE LIFE, LIVE WITH US
YOUR BRATS MIKE & JIM

ALAMO SELF-STORAGE SPRING SALE
$10.00 off 1st mths rent any size unit.
Call Tony or Mellie at 541-1433 or drop by
645 Tank Farm Rd.

CASH REWARD!
For return of Olympus Infinity 35mm
Camera Stolen 5/2 on Tigers Folly at
Sigma Safari Bash. Call 544-7724
PLEASE-I'M BUMMIN!

HAPPY
SIGMA KAPPA

Attention fun-atics of all kinds:
POLYGON V
the Central Coast’s only fantasy
and wargaming convention will be
held on campus, June 19-21. Call
Rob for details at 544-8646.

Interested in a paid summer internship in
SLO? The SLO California Conservation
Corps will be interviewing at the place
ment center on May 2 for Graphic Artist,
Counselor, Recreation and Project Assis
tant Interns. Contact the placement
center now!

REWARD • For the return of Huffy
woman’s bike. BIk w/ gold rims
stolen 5/9. Call 544-2638

Lifeguard/City of Morro Bay has 3
lifeguard positions for 1987 Summer
Season pick up Appileation/City of M.B.
Personel 505 Harbor St. M.B. 772-1214
Closing date 5-15-87.

Graduation Ticket Needed-One
Will Pay $ Laura 546-8970
HELP!! I need 6 Grad tickets will pay
cash$$$ CALL CARI 546-9047eve
I NEED GRAD TICKETS! AND I’M WILL
ING TO PAY! IF YOU CAN HELP, PLEASE
CALL 541-1772!

SORORITY FALL RUSH SIGN-UPS
WILL BE IN THE U.U. PLAZA ON MAY 21
&28 FROM 10-3...COME JOIN THE FUN!!

TICKETS
My wife. My parents and my eleven
children want to see me graduate. Get
rich. Call Shenwin 546-8392

Fun, excitement, opportunity & special
presentation 5/19/87 6pm Sci BIgd. North
Rm202
VIDEO CONCERT-TUESDAY MAY 19
7-9PM UU BISHOPS LOUNGE
STEVE TAYLOR & MICHAEL W SMITH

NEED 2 GRADUATION TICKETS! $$$
Call ken 543-3525

FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING,
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367

A-1 Professional Word Processing by
SUPERSEC. Campus P/U. Call
Madolyn at 466-1484 eves.
EXPERIENCED CAL POLY
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550

FIND YOUR FUTURE ONE VISIT WITH
PSYCHIC CONSULTANT SHERRY AND
YOU CAN FIND A WHOLE NEW
OUTLOOK ON LIFE. SPECIAL PSYCHIC
READING $10 543-0963
Largest selection of swimwear for guys
or gals in SLO County is at the Beach
Wearhouse. Bikinis or trunks weve got
them all. SEA BARN
VIDEO GAME TOURNAMENT
May 18-22 In UU Games Area. High score
on “ Defender" wins 4 free video rentals.
Sign up at Rec Sports Office, UU118.
546-1366.

DAY CAMP STAFF: Counselors, Swim
and riding staff needed in E. Bay Area
Call or write ROUGHING IT BOX 1266
Orinda Ca 94563 (415)283-3795
IN 10TO12HRS/WKYOUCAN
EARN FROM YOUR HOME $400-$1200
...INTERESTED? GAYLE 438-3932

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT AUCTION
Come to the Excape Route and bid May
18-May 22 until 3:00pm Highest bidder
will be contacted by the following Tues
day. Sponsored by ASl OUTINGS UU
Rm112

Tau Beta Pi

Building, Landscape maintenance help
needed full or part time. Apply at One
Mustang Dr. SLO or Call 543-4950

TYPIST

L(X>KING FOR THE PERFECT SMR JOB
PART-TIME SALES & KITE FLYING.IN
SAN SIMEON MUST LIKE PEOPLE AND
PERFORMING SALARY&PVT RM&BTH
IN NEW HSE IN CAYUCOS.CId be YR
Rnd for Rt person CALL 927-5483 days
QUESTION: Where can you earn $3.70/hr
to start with raises to $4.35/hr, enjoy a
flexible work schedule and get a free
meal after 4 hours of work? ANSWER: As
a Main Dining Complex dishroom worker!
See Randy or Yolanda in Main Dining
Complex or call 546-1176 extensions
SUMMER J O ^
Fine High Sierra Family Camp seeks
live in counselors (19-up) to
TEACH:Riding (3 positions). Folk
Guitar, Archery, Riflery, Canoeing,
Crafts, Pre-School, Waterskiing,
ALSO NEED: Horse Care/Groom,
Dishwashers, & Reaort Workers.
800-227-9900
2 FEMALES to share living quarters &
work at resort for summer near San Si
meon Wages plus housing Call 9274502
Ragged Point Inn

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS, CALL
BONNIE 543-0520 EVES.
For typing you can trust, call
susie at 528-7805. Thanks!

Australian Shepard pups 5wks M/F
var. colors PurBred $150 541-4113

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona), laser printer w/ lOOplus fonts,
student rates, 9am-6pm, M-Sat, 544-2591

WINDSURFER, 12Ft. Stock board,
complete, $300. Kathy 541 0394

Resumes, paper projects, wordprocess
ing done In South Cty. Consha’s office
Supply. PIsmo Beach 773-5851 or 4890724 eve.
Wordprocessing. Campus & 5-clties p.u.
$1.50/pg. 481-1011 after 5

’83 GPZ550 GOOD CONDITIONHEADER, TANK BAG, METZLERS,
PRKNG PMT. $1350 B.O. 544-4051

1980 VW RABBIT DIESEL $2100
4Dr,AC,Cruise,New Cyl. head
76,000mi Call 541-4174
76 BMW 2002 Sunroof, a.c., sheepskins
automatic, Blaupunkt 2,BOO A66-A827

BE PREPARED! Sign a 87-88 school
year lease. Furn 2 bdrm condo in
Lag Lk area. 575/mo STEVE 549-8123
Commanding Ocean View Morro Bay
4BR-3 1/2 BA-Jacuzzi-Game Room Glass
Wrapped Sun Deck 2300 SO FT Drive by
2651 Laurel Ave. It is for sale but I’ll lease
for one year June-June $1500/mo $750
Dep and take off Market 1-967-1028
Large 3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath apt.-Yard- 415
N. Chorro-$900/mo -Mike 541-5476
OWN A HORSE? 3-4 Bedroom,1 3/4 bath
on fenced acre.Tack Room.Satellite Kish.
35 minutes from Poly. 1 year lease Req’d
$850 mo Bob Parr, 8-5 546-2371 After 5
772-7870
Room/Bath/Utilities/Cable TV & right next
to Poly campus! All for $90/mo. Act
quick! 549-9445
SUMMER SUBLEASE: NICE 1BR APT. 1
bik to Poly,$300/mo,Joe 546-3024
Summer Qtr. SubIse Apart 2bed 2ba patio
on Kentucky $neg 546-4244
TWO BEDROOM APTS. FURNISHED OR
UNFURNISHED 9 OR 12 MO. LEASE
REDUCED RATES DURING SUMMER
CALL 543-1450 544-2176 LVE MESS.
3Bdrm Sum Sublet House share room or
own. Furnished, W & D Dave 541-8314
5 Bedrm hse $1325 Laguna mint con
dition Fmis 546-2319 or 541-3432.

2 FM RMMTS NEEDED, FALL 87TO
SHR MSTR BDRM IN CONDO W /1
OTHER.W/D 150/MO&UTIL 543-0470
M/F OWN ROOM OR 2M/2F TO SHARE
Large room in clean apt near poly
260/1 or 360/2 w/xtras 541-6210
NEEDED 1 F RMMATE TO SHARE RM
IN NEW PINE CREEK CONDOS 232/MO
& UTIL NONSMOKERS 546-4741
CHRISTIAN M.to shr.furn.apt,sumr. 2Blks
2 Poly.$135/mo.MARK544-7951
CUTE HOUSE! 2 RMMTS/F CLOSE TO
POLY FURNISHED, W/D CALL 546-9445
FOR SUMMER
RM FOR 2 FOR RENT W/FULL BATH
IN BRAND NEW 3 BDRM HOUSE 1 BL
FROM POLY CALL 546-4594 OR 3007
M NEEDED IN HOUSE CLOSE TO POLY.
OWN RM 150/MO. 544-3868
MARGOT,
THE AOPII FORMAL IS GOING TO BE
GREAT. DO YOU THINK WE CAN HAN
DLE THE EXCITEMENT?
THE STUPID M.E.
NEED 2 FEMS 4MSTR BDRM IN HSE
own entrnce&bath/2 cists/w-d/grt
locatn $225ea call Julie 541-6246
OWN ROOM-summer only.$175 Incl. most
util. Furnished. 541-^578
SENIOR female wanted for Ig private rm
in SLO condo $216/mo & utilities avail 6-1
549-0921
SUMMER SUB-MALE-OWN ROOM~ Tn
CONDO w/YARD 180/mo 541-1510

A Free list of homes/condos 4sale.On
, campus. Call Kent, County Prop.544-5777
BUILD EQUITY RATHER THAN PAYING
RENT. LOCATED AT 546 HIGUERA 4
THIS REMODELED TRAILER HAS 1 BED,
LR, KITCHEN, BATH AND PRIVATE
PATIO LAUNDRY AVAILABLE 543-6021
BUYING A HOUSE?
For a free list of all the affordable houses
and condos fo sale in SLO, Call Steve
Nelson,Farrell Smyth Inc., 543-8370.
Leave a message.
Condos & Homes information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 546-2319 or 541-3432

1 Girl for summer sublet. Share w/ 2 girls
In 2 bedrm, 1 1/2 bath condo. Deck sauna
micro DW wash Ig Ivrm furn 2-car garage
$150/mo Call 544-3877
2 F NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN CON
DO. $220 mo. MANY EXTRAS. CALL
CHRIS OR KAREN 543-2760
2 GIRLS
To share beautiful condo w/ one other. 2
car garage, Ig Ivrm, 1 1/2 bath, 2 bedrm,
deck, sauna, micro, DW, washer, frpl.
semi-furn. Start Sept. Call 544-3877
2 M/F to share Ig rm In 3 bdrm hs Smr/
Fall Wtr,garb,util-PD $225/mo Call 5432570

Modern comfortable trailer, quiet
downtown park 5 min to Poly. 1 BR LR/
DR W/ conv couch full bath, kit air cond
FAheat o/s storage,gardn 546 Higuera ‘33
SLO Call 546-8392

2 MALES NEEDED TO SHARE MASTER
BEDROOM OF LARGE NICE HOUSE $180
A MONTH CALL 549-8448

Available 6/15-9/15 Own room $125
Female only call Susan 541-8437

6 ROOMM'/^ eY ^ uI ^ E I ^ P R I n G ‘88 3
SHARED RMS HUGE HOUSE & YARD 5
MIN 2 POLY JON & PAT 544-4735

Mopeds BlCycles
1979 PUCH MOPED FOR SALE
$200/B0 CALL CATHY 549-8388

AVAIL-2RMS 1-6/15/87 to 6/88 1- 9/87 to
6/88 IN GREAT LAG LK. HOUSE:W/
D,FIREPLACE,MICRO,LRG BACKYARD/
PATIO ($275)$200-SU M M E R
N&AT
NONSMOKING FEM(JR/SR PREF) CALL
KARIN 543-4808-LEAVE MESSAGE

2F for FALL’87. Own rm In Smr. Nice
house: BBQ,W/D,Gdnr. 543-0224
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Man arrested, one
hurt in car chase
through campus
By Kim Holweger
staff Writer

A 33-year-old man was ar
rested just off campus on Grand
Avenue Thursday after a chase
that injured one Cal Poly student
and damaged several cars.
'Jam es D. Gray Jr. was booked
for evading police officers, hit
and /un and drunken driving and
is currently being held in San
I.uis Obispo County Jail, said I t.
I eroy Whitmer of Public Safety.
The incident started in the G-1
parking lot across from the resi
dence halls when two Public
Safety officers observed a truck
driven by Gray following a
limousine and shouting at its
passengers. The limousine then
left the parking lot, and the
suspect parked his truck in a
parking space.
Officers George Mahoney and
Colleen Kevany saw the suspect
strike the curb with his truck,
back up and repeat the action
three times. The officers ap
proached the truck and asked the
driver to turn off his vehicle and
g<i’. out. The officers reported
smelling alcohol at this time.
The suspect did not comply,
but instead started his truck,
backed into one of the Public

Safety patrol cars and fled the
scene. He is reported to have run
a stop sign at the corner of
Grand Avenue and Slack Street
and collided with two or three
cars on Grand Avenue.
At this point, the truck collid
ed with a Dodge Challenger
driven by agriculture manage
ment senior Sharon Hogan, who
was taken to French Hospital
with a possible concussion.
The truck driven by Gray
struck Hogan’s car three times in
the left rear end after she turned
on to Grand Avenue from Wilson
Street. Hogan then struck a
parked car.
Hogan reported that her car
was totaled, but that she escaped
serious injury because she was
wearing her seatbelt.
“ 1 guess 1 was just in the
wrong place at the wrong time,”
she said.
Hogan was treated and releas
ed Thursday night with minor
injuries.
Public Safety officers arrested
Gray after his truck traveled
thrt)ugh the front yards of two
homes and eventually came to
rest in front of a residence
located at 738 Grand Ave.

“Vision
With Care.”
You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.
• Member of the American
Optometrie Association
• Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center

• All Cases Accepted
Regardless of
Difficulty
• Selection of the
Latest Fashion
Eyewaie

• Specializing in Contact
Lenses
• All Lens Types Available.
Including Sleep-In and
Tinted

• Affordable Fees

Derek L. Coombs, O .D .
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

• Student Discounts

All pooped out
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Delta Sigma Phi member Lawrence Landy helps keep the La Fiesta parade route safe for participants.

P e rm s 1/2 p ric e
reg. $50

Now $25.00
We use and recommend
KMS and Paul xMitchell products

Call Kathy
for an appointment

expires 5/30/87

544-0303

781 Marsh St. SLO

9 month

(gam

STUDENT
SPECIAL

543-4777

'■COUPON

Play now
pay later

■ M A M A ■

f.r

$75.00 down
$25.00 per month

Memberships and payments
can start in September.
9 Month Special

Where you can get a
heaping plate of spaghetti
soup or salad, coffee or
tea, plus ice cream for...

$3.55
San Luis Obispo
179 INorth Santa Rosa St

541-5211
.COUPON-

$149.00 Payed in full
(Freeze over summer)

OLD'S
G3rm
541-1951
Call for
other specials

Aerobics
Advanced,
Low impact &
abdominal
classes offered
42 classes per week
personalized programs
available
expires June 15,1987

